We consider global geometric properties of a codimension one manifold embedded in Euclidean space, as it evolves under an isotropic and volume preserving Brownian flow of diffeomorphisms. In particular, we obtain expressions describing the expected rate of growth of the Lipschitz-Killing curvatures, or intrinsic volumes, of the manifold under the flow.
Introduction
We are interested in Brownian flows Φ st , 0 ≤ s ≤ t < ∞ from R n → R n , obtained by solving the collection of stochastic differential equations
where we write Φ t for Φ 0t when there is no danger of confusion. Here, ∂ denotes the Stratonovich stochastic differential and U t (x) is a vector field valued Brownian motion with smooth spatial covariance structure, on which we shall have more to say in the subsequent section. However, we note already that we shall assume U is such that, with probability one, for each s ≤ t,
(ii) Φ st is volume preserving; i.e. for any compact D ⊂ R n , λ n (Φ t (D)) = λ n (D), where λ n is Lebesgue measure in R n .
(iii) Φ st is isotropic in the sense of (8) below.
It is standard fare, following from (1) and our three assumptions, that Φ ut • Φ su = Φ st , that Φ tt is the identity map on R n , that Φ st (x) and Φ −1
st (x) are jointly continuous in x, s, t as are the spatial derivatives
and DΦ
−1
st (x), and that the 'increments' Φ s1t1 , Φ s2t2 , . . . , Φ sntn are independent for all s 1 ≤ t 1 ≤ s 2 ≤ t 2 ≤ · · · ≤ s n ≤ t n . For a full study of isotropic Brownian flows, with history and references, we refer the reader to Kunita's monograph, [6] .
The study of the evolution of curvature under such flows was pioneered by LeJan in [8] , where he established the positive recurrence of the curvature of a curve moving under an isotropic Brownian flow. Quite recently, Cranston and LeJan [2] followed this with a striking analysis of the growth of local curvature. Working with isotropic and volume preserving flows in R n , they took a codimension one manifold M embedded in R n , and considered its image under the flow, which we denote by M t
Taking a point x ∈ M , they developed an Itô formula for the symmetric polynomials of the principal curvatures of Φ t (M ) at the points Φ t (x), including the mean and Gaussian curvatures. In addition, and this will be more important for us, they showed that these polynomials grow exponentially in time, with mean rates that are related to the Lyapunov exponents of the flow. In simple terms, this means that the manifold M t , while it may begin at time zero as something as simple as the unit sphere S n−1 in R n (which has unit Gaussian curvature everywhere) it tends to develop sharply rounded 'corners' as time progresses.
A somewhat different set of results can be found in a series of papers [3, 4] authored by Cranston, Scheutzow and Steinsaltz. In particular, the combined results of [3, 4, 11] show that, for an isotropic Brownian flow with n ≥ 2, there are positive constants c and C such that for each compact and connected set D ⊂ R n with at least two points, c ≤ inf
almost surely if the top Lyapunov exponent is strictly positive, and with strictly positive probability, otherwise.
One implication of this result is that while Φ t (M ) is homotopically equivalent to M , for large t it will 'look' quite different. One way to measure this difference, at a global level, is via their Lipschitz-Killing curvatures. Since M has dimension (n − 1) there are n such curvatures,
, is the Euler-Poincaré characteristic of M t , which, because M and M t are homotopically equivalent, is the same as that of M , and so independent of t. The last of these, L n−1 (M t ), gives the (n − 1) dimensional surface measure of M t and most definitely does change with time, as do all the remaining L j (M t ). Further information on the geometric rôles of the Lipschitz-Killing curvatures is given in the following section.
In view of the results of Cranston, Scheutzow and Steinsaltz described above, one would expect that the L j (M t ), 1 ≤ j ≤ n − 1, would grow rapidly in time, as parts of the set M t begin to stretch in various directions at rate t. That this is indeed the case is a consequence of the following theorem, one of the two main results of this paper. 
where µ 2 is the second moment of the spectral measure F of (5).
The proof of Theorem 1.1 relies on the fact that, loosely speaking, for 1 ≤ k ≤ (n − 1), the (n − k − 1)-th Lipschitz-Killing curvature of a manifold can be obtained as an average, over the manifold, of the k-th order symmetric polynomial of the principal curvatures. However, as we have already noted above, these have been studied in detail by Cranston and LeJan [2] . Consequently, our proof relies very heavily on their paper, to the extent that one could consider this paper as an addendum to theirs. Nevertheless, we believe that the results are of independent interest, in that they lift the local approach of [2] to a global scenario. Finally the case k = 0, which corresponds to the (n − 1) dimensional surface measure of the manifold or equivalently the (n − 1)-th Lipschitz-Killing curvature, is a simple consequence of Lemma 4.1.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 3 we provide the precise definition of Lipschitz-Killing curvatures and the required geometric background, followed by the proofs of the main results of the paper in Section 4.
Brownian flows
This section is not so much about Brownian flows per se, for which we refer you back to the references of the Introduction, but rather about setting up notation. Since we plan to use the main result of [2] to prove Theorem 1.1, we shall adopt the notation of that paper without much explanation. You can find missing explanations in [2] .
The first step is to define the vector field valued Brownian motion U driving the flow in (1). We take this to be a zero mean Gaussian process from R + × R n to R n with covariance structure given by
where each C kl can be written in the form
for a normalized Lebesgue measure σ n−1 on S n−1 and a non-negative measure F on R + , with m-th moment, µ m , given by
The various spatial derivatives of U , implicitly assumed to exist, are denoted by
Writing ·, · for quadratic covariation, it is not hard to check that
for any 1 ≤ i, j, k, l, p, q ≤ n, implying E( W i i ) 2 = 0, hence volume preserving, and
This particular choice of the covariance function makes the flow isotropic in the sense that the spatial covariance matrices
for any real orthonormal matrix G, as well as making the flow volume preserving.
With the flow defined, we now turn to setting up the notation required for studying its (differential) geometry. Our basic references for this are Lee [9, 10] and Part II of [1] .
We start with a codimension one Riemannian manifold M embedded in R n and, for
be an orthonormal basis of T x M , the tangent space at x ∈ M . (Note that u actually depends on x, but we shall not write this explicitly.) Then by a simple push-forward argument, DΦ t (x)u i = u i (t) ∈ T xt M t , where x t = Φ t (x) (cf. (1)) and DΦ t (x) is as defined in (2). Furthermore,
Writing Π t : T xt R n → T xt M t as the orthogonal projection onto T xt M t , and ∇ for the canonical connection on the ambient Euclidean space R n , the second fundamental form at x t ∈ M t is given by
for any u(t), v(t) ∈ T xt M t . Subsequently, scalar second fundamental form is defined as
where ν t denotes the unit normal vector field and ·, · now denotes the usual Euclidean inner product rather than quadratic covariation.
It is standard fare that the scalar second fundamental form can be used to induce a linear operator on the exterior algebra Λ k (T xt M t ) of alternating covariant tensors on T xt M t , built over the usual wedge product, for each 1
where {u lp (t)}, {u mq (t)} ⊂ {u i (t)} (n−1)
i=1 , S k is the collection of all permutations of {1, . . . , k} and η σ denotes the sign of the permutation σ. This gives rise to the linear operator
The last and the most important remaining definition is that of the trace of S
Then, for l ∈ I k , define
where the hatted vectors are understood to be omitted from the wedge product. Now, for l, m ∈ I k , define
and naturally α(t) 2 = det ( u i (t), u j (t) ).
We now have all that we need to define the all important trace, TrS
where the Einstein summation convention is carried over the indices l, m ∈ I k . Now for the case k = 0, which has thus far remained untouched, we define T rS
The temporal development of this trace was studied in detail in [2] , where Cranston and LeJan proved that {TrS
is a (n − 1)-dimensional diffusion. This is the precise formulation of the result we were referring to in the Introduction when we spoke of the Itô formula of symmetric polynomials of principal curvatures, which are essentially equivalent to the traces {TrS 
Lipschitz-Killing curvatures
There are a number of ways to define Lipschitz-Killing curvatures, but perhaps the easiest is via their appearance in the so-called tube formulae, which, in their original form, are due to Weyl [12] . (For more details and applications see either the monograph of Gray [5] or Chapter 10 of [1] .)
To state the tube formula, let M be a C 2 , (n − 1)-dimensional manifold embedded in R n and endowed with the canonical Riemannian structure on R n . The tube of radius ρ around M is defined as
Weyl's tube formula states that there exists a ρ c ≥ 0, known as the critical radius of M , such that, for ρ ≤ ρ c , the volume of the tube is given by
where ω j is the volume of the j-dimensional unit ball and L j (M ) is the j th -Lipschitz-Killing curvature of M .
Writing H j for j-dimensional Hausdorff measure, it is easy to check from (11) that L n−1 (M ) = H n−1 (M ). That is, it is the surface 'area' of M . L 0 (M ) is the Euler-Poincaré characteristic of M , and while the remaining Lipschitz-Killing curvatures have less transparent interpretations, it is easy to see that they satisfy simple scaling relationships, in that L j (αM ) = α j L j (M ) for all 1 ≤ j ≤ n − 1, where αM = {x ∈ R n x = αy for some y ∈ M }. Furthermore, despite the fact that defining the L j via (11) involves the embedding of M in R n , the L j (M ) are actually intrinsic, and so independent of the embedding space.
While (11) characterizes the L j (M ) it does not generally help one compute them. There are a number of ways in which to do this, but we choose the following, which is most appropriate for our purposes. (cf. [1, 5] for further details and examples)
where
and N x M is the normal cone to M at the point x. Since M has codimension 1 in R n , each N x M contains only the outward normals to T x M and is of unit dimension.
In general, we shall write S(R n ) for the unit sphere in R n . Thus the S(R) appearing in (12) contains only the two vectors +1 and −1 in R and H 0 is counting measure, which makes the integral over S(R) a rather pretentious way of writing things, as, indeed, was the introduction of the normal cone. Nevertheless, both will be of use to us later on, when we discuss possible generalisations of our results.
We, of course, are interested in the temporal evolution of the L j (M t ) and it follows directly from (12) that, with the notation of the previous section,
Before commencing a serious stochastic analysis of (13) we recall some of the results and further notation from LeJan [7] .
Then, by Lemma 3 of [7] ,
with {e k } n k=1 being the standard basis of R n , and τ j l ψ(t) is defined similarly.
It follows immediately from the above that if ξ(t) = ψ(t) = α(t) = u 1 (t) ∧ · · · ∧ u n−1 (t), where u i (t) = DΦ t (x)u i and (u 1 , . . . , u n−1 ) is an orthonormal basis of T x M , then
Now we derive an Itô formula for α(t) and use it together with Theorem A.2 of [2] to obtain an expression for the Itô derivative of the Lipschitz-Killing curvatures.
Lemma 4.1 Let M be a smooth (n − 1)-dimensional manifold embedded in R n and M t its image at time t under the stochastic, isotropic, and volume preserving flow Φ t described in Section 2. Then, in the notation of Section 2,
Proof: Using the standard Itô formula and (6) we obtain
We need just a little more preparation before we can turn to our main result.
Rewriting the above expression as
defines u
where the Einstein summation convention is carried over the indices l and m.
We now have everything we need to present the main result of this paper. 
where H k is k-dimensional Hausdorff measure and N xt M t is the normal cone to M t at
Before giving the proof, we note that (17) simplifies considerably when k = 0, in which case, as we have already noted,
Hence, by Theorem 4.1,
En passant to the proof we remind the reader of the dependence of the various integrands appearing in (17) on the space parameter x ∈ M through the vector field U , its various spatial derivatives W and B, and the tangent vectors, at x ∈ M .
Proof of Theorem 4.1: We start with
We shall obtain a closed form expression for each of these terms. By (16) we have
Using Theorem 4.1 we find
Finally using (6) , (16) and Theorem 4.1 we have
Summing (18), (19) and (20) we have
Substituting the above in (13) gives (17) and so the theorem.
2
We can now easily deduce Theorem 1.1 of the Introduction. 
Solving this linear differential equation gives (4), and we are done. 2
We close with one further result, and two open problems.
As for the first open problem, we believe that, in the setting of Theorem 1.1,
L n−k−1 (M ) = (n − k − 1)(n + 1)(k + 1)µ 2 2n(n + 2) ,
where the limit here is in L 1 . At this point we do not have an air tight proof of this. We would also like to add that the almost sure growth rates may well be different from the ones conjectured above.
As for the additional result, recall that throughout the paper, we have assumed that M was a codimension one manifold in R n . From a technical point of view, this has a substantial simplifying effect on the definition (12) 
for some constants K ′ m,k . For all k = 0 here, we have found that the complications introduced by increasing the dimension of the normal space are such that computations analogous to those we have carried out are forbiddingly complex.
For k = 0 the trace term in (22) disappears, and so it is not hard to show that
Since L m (M t ) is the m-dimensional content of M t , this is a far from uninteresting result.
Of course, as before, this implies that E {L m (M t )} = L m (M ) exp m(n − m)(n + 1)µ 2 t 2n(n + 2) .
We have not, however, been able to find corresponding results for the more general case.
